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Table 9.1. Debriefing Schedule

Educator and participants as individuals, heads of team, teammates, and collectively as a class

When

After policy formation

What

Interactive discussions on policy formation, deciInteractive discussions, insights, critiques, and
sion making, and initiatives, including exchange
advice on world politics and exchange of informaof information and evaluations, insights, critiques, tion and evaluations on media roles and products
and advice
A dialogue on goal achievement, qualitative and
quantitative data, and topics for research projects

Formats

Session includes (1) opening by educator, by heads of teams, or jointly by teams, (2) interactive brainstorming, (3) concluding remarks and implications by the educator

Tools

Topics for aggregate summary of feedback data
Theme questions for all participants
Guidelines for team presentations
Elements of opening statements for heads of teams
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After each round of world politics

abling your students to improve their performances and
receive a huge motivation charge from you and from peer
students. When stronger teams describe their intensive
intrateam activity, they become role models for weaker
teams to imitate. For instance, during a debriefing session
after policy formation in the Palestinian statehood simulation, the Global Crescent media team disclosed that
they had prepared some intriguing videos for release on
Facebook once world politics negotiations begin. Two
other media teams took this early notice as a challenge
and decided to prepare quality media reports of their
own. In this way debriefing after policy formation led to
some competition and a higher quality of products prepared by all teams.
Debriefing after policy formation is also important for
a revision of the decision-making process, students’ participation, and teams’ policy toward world politics. Yet
devoting a separate lecture for the debriefing session in
the midst of the simulation project, and then again after
the simulation ends, may come at the expense of other
lecture material you want to teach. In this case, you can
considerably reduce the cost of multiple debriefing sessions by moving some of them to cyberspace, even when
you run face-to-face simulations. You can schedule interactive discussions with students on social networks or by
video conferences in the evenings or weekends, so that
most students will be able to attend the online debriefing
session. Discussions on social networks are automatically
saved, and students that missed the live session can always
keep up with the contents of the debriefing. Similarly, you
can record a video conference and post the video on the
simulation website or social network for convenient use
by all students in the simulation.

In addition to debriefing throughout the simulation, a
final debriefing session after the simulation ends is essential to summarize and gain an overview of the project as
a whole. You may plan the concluding session immediately after interactions end or few days and weeks thereafter. The choice depends on your preferences, academic
setting, and time constraints. In face-to-face simulations
among participants from different courses, campuses, or
states, it might be very difficult to arrange an additional
joint meeting beyond the last round of world politics. In
such cases, debriefing immediately as the simulation ends
is an inevitable choice. In cyber simulations the physical
constraint is not a factor, but it still requires you to find
proper time for synchronous online debriefing that suits
most participants, and immediate debriefing as the simulation ends might again be the solution. However, be
aware that in face-to-face and cyber simulations alike,
participants might find it very difficult to disconnect from
the powerful experience they just had in a world politics
meeting and focus primarily on the last encounter, rather
than on the simulation as a whole. They may not be able
to step off stage quick enough to look at developments
from the standpoint of observers.
To ensure the benefits of debriefing, it is best to set
your schedule for a few days after the simulation ends.
This way you make it easier for your students to remove
their character costume, rethink their activity as well as
that of others, and overview the simulation in its totality.
You also gain time to adjust the debriefing plan according
to the last developments, prepare a summary of feedback
results, post theme questions, and instruct leaders on the
content of their concluding speech. Your students gain
valuable time for preparations. Yet be aware that if you

